BEST PRACTICES

FOR IMPLEMENTING MOBILE HEALTH IT

MOBILE HEALTH IT: A SOLUTION TO THE
CHALLENGES OF ENTERPRISE-WIDE IMAGE ACCESS
The world of medical imaging is increasingly characterized by more data, more transactions, more interoperability and more complexity. Medical
imaging data volumes will soon approach the petabyte range (1). How much data is that? According to futurist Raymond Kurzweil it’s equal to the
DNA of the entire population of the U.S. cloned, twice. (2) A major challenge for today’s healthcare organizations lies in the need to provide fast,
reliable and simple access to this growing volume of image data in order to support patient data sharing and viewing and implement healthcare
reform measures such as coordinated patient care and value-based payment. To make matters even more difficult for health IT departments, the
majority of enterprise image data typically resides on multiple PACS or vendor neutral archives (VNAs).
An increasingly valid method for enabling broad provider and patient access to images and other digital health information, is to take a mobilefirst approach. This allows providers to use the smartphones or tablets they carry with them every day -- both inside and outside hospitals -- to
view patient scans, transforming how they deliver care. A remotely-located neurologist, for example, can view a brain scan of a patient with a
smartphone or tablet and make a diagnosis. This immediate treatment not only eliminates the expense of an ambulance transfer but could save
a life as well. Addionally, two, three or more providers located across a large hospital campus can use their smartphones or tablets to coordinate
patient care by simultaneously viewing and discussing a single patient image. In many situations, the capabilities of modern mobile technology are
already providing significant time and cost saving advantages for the healthcare industry.

“Now that I can view patient images on my iPhone, I actually use it preferentially over my computer. If I’m walking
around the hospital and I need to look at a patient’s image I don’t go to a PACS terminal, I just use my iPhone. It’s
easier and, believe it or not, it’s faster. These are big images I’m accessing and the speed is blazingly fast.”

Given the clear benefits of providing image access through smartphones and tablets, adopting mobile health IT should seem like a simple
proposition. However, as every health IT executive and manager knows, integrating mobile devices into today’s complex health IT environments is
no easy task. Barriers across the enterprise include user resistance, lack of policy, security issues and infrastructure obstacles.
Many of Calgary Scientific Inc.’s customers have successfully overcome these barriers and are creating reliable and secure support for mobile health
information access. Through our experience and learnings implementing ResolutionMD®, an FDA class II cleared mobile image viewer, we have
developed a set of best practices that offer health IT executives information to implement mobile health IT for image access. These mobile adoption
best practices include information regarding mindset, security, infrastructure and policy.
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001.

BEST PRACTICES FOR ADDRESSING
MOBILE IMAGE ACCESS BARRIERS

INTRODUCTION

Christopher Duma, MD and Neurosurgeon

The future points clearly towards the increasing use of mobile
technology for delivering cost-effective, efficient and high-quality
patient care. Healthcare institutions must begin the steps to
embrace mobile technology and transform their health IT strategy
to support mobile devices.
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ResolutionMD® is easy to learn and add
to user workflow, making integration into
clinical practice fast and simple.

A NEW MINDSET

While mobile devices are prevalent in all aspects of consumer
daily lives, their use in clinical environments is still relatively new.
Some providers, especially those who have been practicing for
many years, are skeptical that smartphones or tablets can perform
tasks at the same level of quality and efficiency as high-powered
workstations. At the same time, institutions do not have policies or
infrastructure in place to support the integration of mobile devices
into health IT environments.

Educate providers, staff and patients on the
benefits of using mobile devices to support
better patient care and ease communication
among health professionals.
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A NEW MINDSET: MOBILE ADOPTION

BEST PRACTICE:

MOBILE HEALTH IT SECURITY
A recent spate of break-ins and breaches at high profile organizations, such as health insurer Anthem, has put health information security in the hot
seat. With increased internal and external demands for access to protected health information, security departments are ever more conservative
about providing access to patient information, particularly for mobile devices in remote locations.
Shutting down the network to outside access, however, cuts healthcare providers off from tools that support modern healthcare delivery. The
greatest benefit of mobile health emerges with remote, external access to patient data, which allows providers to practice outside hospital or clinic
walls and allows care coordination with other providers. Best practices for mobile security range from using appropriate user authentication and
security technologies to regulatory compliance to education.

“Security is the

biggest barrier
to using mobile
health IT.

“
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SECURITY

Kyle Hall, Nebraska Medicine
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USER AUTHENTICATION MANAGEMENT

END-TO-END DATA PROTECTION

Ensuring that users are who they say they are is the job of
authentication systems. In large enterprise environments,
users often have multiple accounts - each with its own log-in
procedure - to access health information systems. Multiple
logins are not only confusing to the user and can slow their
access to information, but are also hard for IT departments
to manage.

Mobile devices make it simple to share and view electronic
patient information from virtually any location at any time.
This ease of communication is increasing the amount of
patient data traveling both inside enterprises and outside
their firewalls, making the enterprise vulnerable to security
breaches. When patient data is transferred to mobile devices
it can be vulnerable to data breaches or if the physical mobile
device becomes lost or stolen.

All mobile applications need to be
standardized to support efficient
and compliant authentication.
Kyle Hall, Nebraska Medicine

“

BEST PRACTICE:
For both ease of use and to ensure security, mobile applications
should be integrated into a single sign-on using Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or an Active Directory (AD).
By automating access to multiple systems, single sign-on
make it easier to manage users and ensure they have the right
permissions for health information access.
ResolutionMD® enables centralized user authentication by
fully supporting both LDAP and AD authentication. It also
supports authentication across large-scale operations with
multiple ADs, allowing users to share and view data between
organizations without requiring new usernames or passwords.

BEST PRACTICE:
It is possible to use mobile technology to share and view
information without transferring data permanently to a
mobile device. Use applications that protect and encrypt
data using HTTPS and do not transfer or store information on
mobile devices.
ResolutionMD® fully supports 128-bit encryption running over
HTTPS as well as encrypted hyperlinks and never transfers or
stores the patient data on mobile devices.
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“

SECURITY

SECURITY

SECURITY
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HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA)
COMPLIANCE
HIPAA is a set of regulations intended to ensure the
confidentiality, availability and protection of patient health
information, whether it is located in a doctor’s EHR, a
hospital server or a statewide health data registry. With
patients increasingly aware of their right to access their own
information, providers are being forced to open sensitive data
to external access by patients while maintaining compliance
with HIPAA. These regulations also protect patient information
from access by non-authorized providers.

BEST PRACTICE:
Provide access to patient data with applications that track and
record what data was accessed, when and how it was accessed
and by whom. Mobile applications should also have the ability
to restrict access to a patient’s images or other information.

SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
Every hospital or integrated health system has a security
department responsible for all aspects of security and
policies that protect patient data. Security executives are
the gatekeepers for the network; without their support
enterprise-wide use of mobile technology is not possible.
Security administrators evaluate new technologies looking
at the potential risks they might introduce including patient
data exposure, network breaches or viral attacks. They also
ensure that all technology is compliant with current security
policies or if new policies need to be created.

BEST PRACTICE:
Educate security administrators on the benefits of mobile
information access and enterprise image-viewing and the
ability to provide mobile access while maintaining institutional
security protocols.
ResolutionMD® provides integrated configuration tools and
strong security technology that centralize control of user
access to enterprise-wide images and protects data as it
travels over internal and external networks.
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ResolutionMD® tracks and logs all actions of users and can be
configured to allow groups to access specifically designated
sets of images for which they have permissions.

SECURITY

SECURITY

SECURITY
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INFRASTRUCTURE

004.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Today’s health IT environments include multiple imaging systems, electronic health records, patient monitoring devices, communications
networks, user management systems and more. Providing mobile access to enterprise-wide networks and data has the potential to touch
every element of this environment, impacting network performance and existing workflows. With these far reaching effects, mobile support
needs to be considered for all aspects of a health IT infrastructure, including application and network frameworks, external data access
and user management.
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MOBILE FRAMEWORKS

OUTSIDE ACCESS TO ENTERPRISE DATA

Many healthcare providers are already using or wanting to
use mobile technology to run electronic medical records,
track patient vital signs, prescribe drugs and more. To support
effective and efficient workflows for their mobile applications,
these sites implement a mobile framework that allows other
applications to easily share information with legacy systems
or with each other. Mobile frameworks also ensure that
enterprise network performance remains at acceptable levels
with the increased demands of mobile access.

Providing users with access to patient data from outside
enterprise firewalls requires careful and secure management
of users and servers. User groups need to be defined and
authenticated, and servers need to be configured for safe and
secure external connections. Cloud-based access provides
one method for securely connecting multiple, approved users
to patient data with a minimal amount of technical support.

We watch and monitor network performance
as a standard practice. Implementing solutions
that allow staff to have mobile access to
massive data sets without having a negative
impact on network traffic, is a network
engineers dream come true.

“

Kyle Hall, Nebraska Medicine

BEST PRACTICE:
Review all applications and workflows that may be accessed
with mobile devices. Ensure that the network – especially
the wireless network – is robust enough to handle increased
demand without compromising performance.

Kyle Hall, Nebraska Medicine

BEST PRACTICE:
Put security and encryptions in place first, including SSL
certificates, so that the network and servers can support
secure outside access.
ResolutionMD® can be deployed locally in an organization’s
data center or centrally in the cloud. Cloud deployment allows
a single organization or partnering organizations, that consist
of geographically dispersed individuals or entities, to leverage
cloud-based access.
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With its platform of virtualized image rendering, ResolutionMD®
ensures compatibility and timely access even if only limited
bandwidth is available.

“

The true value of mobile health
IT is access to patient data from
outside the firewall.

“

“

INFRASTRUCTURE

INFRASTRUCTURE

INFRASTRUCTURE
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INFRASTRUCTURE

APPLICATION INSTALLATION

PROVIDER ACCESS

Installations and upgrades for health IT applications, on
both the user and the server end, can be complex and timeconsuming. For example, providing enterprise-wide image
access typically requires new servers and databases, new
user and workflow configurations and testing to ensure the
application works on existing hardware without conflict.
Mobile devices bypass many of these complications
because they are designed to be self-supported. A zero
user-support footprint eases IT department work loads and
automatic installations provide a centralized mechanism
for updating user devices with the latest in features and
security. In addition, a mobile application can be designed
to access existing servers and databases so that no changes
to servers or database are needed.

Providers expect their mobile devices to support the same level
of access as desktop computers. If they are confronted with
complex login protocols or are not able view specific sets of data,
the utility and benefits of mobile access decrease significantly
potentially impacting patient care. User authentication
frameworks must be designed to allow incorporation of new
applications or external data sources. Support for LDAP/AD,
for example, allows a new applications to authenticate users
through existing usernames and passwords.

Implement tools and applications that support
straightforward and easy server installation across all
desired applications and databases. Be sure that mobile
applications fully support self-installation and updates
through familiar application store downloads.

BEST PRACTICE:
User frameworks and mobile applications should support
LDAP/AD to ensure consistent, reliable access to external
and internal patient data.
ResolutionMD® can query multiple databases allowing
users to access DICOM systems or image repositories that
support query and retrieve but don’t support LDAP.
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ResolutionMD ® is a server-based application that queries any
existing PACS or VNA using existing LDAP user information,
eliminating any additional database or user management.
All image rendering is done on the server eliminating any
application conflicts with user devices or workstations.

Kyle Hall, Nebraska Medicine

“

BEST PRACTICE:

“

Users do not want one image access
application for radiology, another for
cardiology and another for ultrasound.
They want to query all available
information sources with a single viewer.

INFRASTRUCTURE

INFRASTRUCTURE
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POLICY

005.

POLICY

Developing mobile device deployment and use policies is integral to
enterprise-wide support for mobile health IT. Such policies help shift
provider cultures to support mobile technology, allowing healthcare
organizations to gain from its many benefits.
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POLICY

BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE (BYOD)

MULTI-PLATFORM SUPPORT

Users want to bring their personal devices to work. They
are less and less willing to carry around multiple devices
with multiple chargers and accessories to gain mobile
access to health data. While BYOD is still a nascent trend
in healthcare, studies predict that by 2020 more than two
billion users will be using their own mobile devices at
work. (3) The need for a BYOD policy becomes even more
critical when providers work from remote locations, such
as conferences or home. On-call specialists, for example,
can use remote access to view patient images and consult
with residents.

While the iPhone and iPad are currently the platforms of
choice among physicians, the market is expanding with a
growing number of mobile device options. (4) Managing
multiple versions and upgrades for applications that require
a specific operating system in a multi-platform environment
is time consuming, impractical and costly. In a mobile
environment, applications need to provide transparent
support for all platforms so that users can access data
without regard to the type of device they are using.

BEST PRACTICE:

Deploy applications that provide native client support for
multiple devices, browsers and platforms.

005.

Develop access and use policies that include standardized
and centralized user management and application delivery
to support BYOD.

BEST PRACTICE:

POLICY

POLICY
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POLICY

OUTSIDE ACCESS TO ENTERPRISE DATA
What data can users access when outside your institutional
network? How will they be able to get that access? Is
remote access only for employed physicians or for all
community care providers? What are the potential threats
and vulnerabilities to providing this access? Answers to
these and other questions regarding remote access to
patient data will help articulate a clear enterprise policy
that protects patient data.

BEST PRACTICE:
Create policies that define who will have access to health
information outside of the institution, how they will gain that
access and what security measures are required to ensure
enterprise and patient information safety.

POLICY

FDA CLASS II ACCREDITATIONS
For patient safety, mobile applications that transform
smartphones and tablets into medical devices for providers
must have FDA Class II accreditation for diagnosis.

POLICY

BEST PRACTICE:

005.

When mobile device applications are used in clinical
settings, it is critical that they have FDA Class II medical
device clearance for diagnosis. When treating patients,
providers must have the diagnostic tools without having
to interrupt their workflow to determine whether a smart
phone app can be safely used for diagnosis or treatment
decisions.
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BEST PRACTICE FOR ENTERPRISE IMAGE ACCESS IS MOBILE
With healthcare reform’s focus on patient-centered care, patient engagement, providers and healthcare consumers alike
require simple, transparent access to patient data. This trend, coupled with the exploding adoption of smartphones and
tablets makes mobile technology the obvious platform to deliver a complete view of the digital patient - which now includes
access to critical images along with lab reports, vital signs, prescriptions and other data in electronic form. In this new
healthcare environment, tools that provide mobile image access must be designed to support the best practices of mobile
health IT. Security, simple installation, zero-footprint IT support, fast image access and bandwidth optimization should be
the job of the application, not the user or IT, leaving health IT experts to concentrate on the workflows and needs of their
individual organizations.

1. http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/big-data-opportunities-in-the-us-medical-imaging-market-300071205.html
2. http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/What-does-a-petabyte-look-like
3. http://mhealthintelligence.com/news/healthcare-byod-strategies-need-privacy-and-security-measures
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4. http://mobihealthnews.com/32232/in-depth-mobile-adoption-among-us-physicians/

CONCLUSION

END NOTES
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ABOUT CALGARY SCIENTIFIC INC.
AND RESOLUTIONMD®
ResolutionMD® enables doctors to securely view patient images and reports from a
wide variety of computers and mobile devices, collaborate with other practitioners
and diagnose from any location. Whether you are a single facility or a large healthcare
system with tens of thousands of users, ResolutionMD® is the best choice for seamless
image access across multiple departments. The CFDA registered, FDA cleared, Health
Canada licensed, CE marked, TGA, PMDA certified and MDCO certified mobile medical
diagnosis software can be integrated into any EMR and easily plugs into existing
distributed storage systems. ResolutionMD’s federated approach is an important
differentiator from other solutions as highly sensitive data is never moved to a device
and no additional data storage locations are created. ResolutionMD® is currently
installed in leading healthcare institutions around the world via a network of more
than forty-five world class healthcare partners.
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ABOUT US

For more information on ResolutionMD®, please visit www.calgaryscientific.com
or get in touch with us
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